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Overview

In what context does the need for an 

investigation arise?

Why is a prompt and thorough 

investigation is critical?

What “tone” guides the process?

Practical Guidance incorporating fact 

scenarios

Context

The need for an investigation can arise in 

several contexts

Most common – Employee complaint relating 

to some alleged mistreatment 

Can occur with any “workplace” relationship:

► Co-workers, especially managers/supervisors

► Workers and customers/patients

► Workers and suppliers, vendors, etc.

► “Workplace” complaint – recent airline example

mailto:tgarrett@bassberry.com
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Context (cont’d)

Other situations can create need for an 
investigation

Reasonable accommodation requirements

► Disability

► Religion 

► What constitutes an essential or marginal 
function (in disability context) and how other 
situations have been addressed

► Interactive discussion and possible follow up

Why Investigation Important?

Legal requirements

“Prompt and thorough investigation”

Maintains the “integrity of process”

More important – Credibility 

Employer policies often speak of “valued 

employees” 

Do our actions fit that narrative?

“Tone” In Investigation

Again, credibility

No pre-judgment

Protect various constituencies

► Alleged victim

► Alleged source of mistreatment

► Other employees 

► Process itself

“Love contracts” example
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Harassment must be 

“Unwelcome”
Andrew is Sarah’s immediate supervisor – has been for a 
year

Sarah is known around office for sexually explicit jokes –
shares with coworkers, both male and female

Sarah has never shared jokes with Andrew or other 
supervisors

One day, Andrew began sharing sexually explicit jokes with 
Sarah and continued to do so for several months

Sarah never laughed but sometimes smiled in response

After a few months, and in performance counseling, Sarah 
complains to HR – had not raised before

In investigation, Andrew claims conduct was welcome

Was it?

Severe or Pervasive

Andrew  is Ingram’s immediate supervisor – for a year

Ingram is a devout Muslim

Co-workers recently questioned Ingram’s allegiance to US and have called him 

“Taliban” and “towel head”

Ingram laughed at first 

Occasionally, Andrew joined in the banter but never directed statements to Ingram

Ingram’s timecard went missing on Friday when he normally clocked out to pray

No threats

Ingram never filed a complaint – he has now quit and has filed a charge with the 

EEOC.

Is an investigation required?

Will Company likely be considered to have “known” – why? 

Severe or pervasive?

Must Consider the Totality of the 

Circumstances
Look to the effects on the workplace and the 
nature of the workplace.

► Although psychological harm may be relevant, 
neither psychological harm nor any tangible effect 
on the complainant need be proven.

Is the conduct verbal or physical or both?

How frequent?

Single incident or pattern and practice?

Patently offensive?  Threatening?  
Humiliating? Mere offensive utterance?

Co-worker or supervisor?
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Special Problems in 

Investigations

Non-employee harassment

► What authority is contacted?

Off-site harassment

Office romances

► Can we check social media?

► Cellphones?

► Special consideration with married persons 

alleged to be in affair?

The Law: A Prompt Investigation

The Law - Employers must take prompt 

and remedial action in response to 

complaints of discrimination and 

harassment

The Reality – Relational Duty to 

employees

Do not sacrifice time for 

accuracy/completeness

Who Should Investigate?

Outsourcing v. Internal Resources

Experience, well-trained and impartial

If internal

► Not involved in complaint

► Preferably higher in organization

► If in-house counsel, may be forced to waive 
privilege to establish defense of prompt remedial 
action

If external

► May become a fact witness

► If consultant, discoverable and need well-
defined scope of work
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Step 1: Gather Relevant 

Documents

Rules, policies, procedures

Time cards, expense reports and receipts 

logs or diaries, communications to 

employees, managers notes

prior complaints, personnel files, 

performance evaluations

security videos, safety reports, repair 

records

Step 2: Interview The 

Complainant
Need details

► Who was there?

► What happened?

► When did it occur?

► Where did it occur?

► Why are we here? 

► How many times did it occur?

► Specific names, times, places, people present

Get the facts, not the characterization of the facts

Get all relevant documents from Complainant

DOCUMENT!

Step 3: Consider Interim Measures

Do steps need to be taken to protect 

Complainant during investigation?

– Should parties be separated?

– Should alleged perpetrator be suspended?

How serious is alleged conduct?

Physical conduct involved?

Test: Reasonableness of actions in light of 

complaint
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Step 4:  Make a Plan –

Additional Interviews? Additional 

Documents?

Interview the Accused!

Interview heads of the departments in 
which the alleged victim and accused 
worked

Interview all witnesses identified by 
Complainant

Gather any additional documents or 
verifying information (video, etc.) raised 
during interview of Complainant

Step 5: Interview the Accused

Get their side of the story

Ask to identify witnesses, documents, other 
information to support their story

Remind of policy prohibiting 
harassment/discrimination and retaliation

Entitled to presumption of innocence until all 
relevant evidence is obtained

Ask open-ended questions - do not confront 
initially

DOCUMENT!

Step 6: Interview Witnesses

Details are the key

What did they observe?

Where were they when they observed?

Aware of any prior incidents?

Past observations of interactions/relationship between 
parties

Aware of any underlying issues?

Determine if they can confirm statements of Complainant 
and alleged Perpetrator

Document interview and have witness review, sign, and 
date statement

Assure no retaliation
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Step 7:  Assess Results

Investigator should compile all witness 
interview notes and statements

Investigator should assess credibility of 
witnesses and extenuating circumstances

Investigator should meet with the head of 
Human Resources

Identify gaps or holes in the stories

Follow-up

Identify other sources of verifying information 
(e.g., other witnesses, policies, documents)

Step 8: Re-interview Complainant 

and/or Perpetrator If Necessary 

Confront with discovered facts and ask to 

respond

Explore mitigating circumstances

Step 9: Take Appropriate 

Disciplinary Action

Test: what action can be reasonably 

expected to prevent conduct from 

recurring?

Consider what action taken in similar 

circumstances in order to avoid concerns 

regarding discrimination
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Step 10: Inform Complainant About 

Results of the Investigation and 

Retain Records

Essential to avoid litigation

Balance confidentiality concerns

Records should be kept in a separate 
investigation file

Any reprimands or records of punishment 
should be kept in the perpetrator’s 
personnel file

Example of Challenge

Co-worker harassment
► Violates harassment policy and given “last 

chance agreement” in 2000

► No supervisor told about this LCA

► 10 years later, employee says having issues with 
this co-worker but “under control” – so no further 
follow up

► One year later, he grabs her, gropes her up her 
shirt

Result? Negligence?
► MacCluskey v. Uconn Health Systems (2nd Cir. 

2017)

Example of Challenge

Jeff is a supervisor and Claudia, one of his 
employees, tells him that a co-worker keeps 
asking her out and making other remarks that 
make her uncomfortable at work.

To Jeff, the situation doesn’t sound like 
sexual harassment.  Claudia wears tight 
clothes and short skirts and is known around 
the office as being quite a flirt.

Jeff thinks Claudia is being overly sensitive 
and is exaggerating the situation.

What are Jeff’s responsibilities?  
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Example of Challenge

Rebecca often tells her administrative assistant, James, who has 
been working for her for about six months, how attractive she finds 
him.  James never says anything in response.

Rebecca assumes he is flattered and continues, “You should wear 
tighter shirts so I can see your muscles.”  He notices her staring

James learns another administrative assistant hired after him earns 
more money.

James asks Rebecca for a raise.  Rebecca says okay, if James will 
go out to dinner with her.

James says no, would prefer to keep relationship professional only.

Rebecca says okay, and they can discuss a business dinner.

Rebecca has never taken an assistant to a business dinner.

What should be investigated?

Example of Challenge

Laura is very attracted to her boss, Will.  The 
company regularly encourages employees to 
engage in after-hours team building exercises and 
has sponsored dinner events and pool parties with 
drinking.  Laura asks Will if he wants to go to a 
mixer.  After having a few too many drinks, they 
both go back to Laura’s apartment, and Will ends 
up spending the night.

Different manager learns of incident

Does that manager have any responsibility?

What if clear was consensual?

Other Tips

Commitment from “the top” (drug-testing 

analogy)

Commitment penetrates all aspects of 

performance management

Recognize “integrity of the process” –

balance commitment to varying 

“constituencies” 

Recognize credibility at issue
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Questions?


